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DIY renos
to get
instant
equity W
With a little know-how, a bit of cash
and a whole lot of energy, you can
transform a tired, bland property into
an appealing home. We turned to
the experts for advice on their most
profitable renovations, where the
largest investment is sweat equity
Sarah Megginson reports

ade Graham from Higher
Ground Real Estate Investments
knows all about stretching his
renovation dollar. He’s in the business of
helping investors ramp up their returns on
their property investments, and with such a
focus on positive cash flow, he’s tuned into
those renovations that add maximum value
for minimal outlay.
“I just recently finished doing a range of
affordable renovations to one of our rentals,
and as a result we increased the rent from
$1,350 per month to $1,597. After listing,
it was rented in less than 24 hours, too,”
he explains.
“The total cost of the renovation was under
$1,800 and included a complete paint job.”
Within a matter of months, Graham
will recoup the costs of his initial investment,
and can now attract a higher quality
tenant. Best of all, these cheap and cheerful
renovations have added to the value of his
investment property.
“The home was worth somewhere in the
mid-$200,000s and the most recent appraisal
came in just under $300,000,” Graham adds.
“Not a bad return on investment, I’d say!”
Keen to replicate his results?
Get reading…
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A coat of fresh paint
in a stylish neutral
colour will go a long way
toward boosting your
property’s appeal

Profitable DIY reno #1
Fresh paint
• cost:

$500–$1,250 for a full house,
including materials

• boost rental return by:
$100–$200 per month

• Increase property value by:
$800–$2,200 – even more when
coupled with additional renos

I

t’s no secret that the quickest and easiest
way to add value to your property is
through painting it, says Todd Senft from
Revision Renovations. This is because your
total investment on a DIY paint job will
pale in comparison to the added value it
creates, as Senft places the average return
on internal painting at 73%, and external
painting at 65%.

“Pending the square footage of the
home, the paint materials would range
from about $750 to $1,250 for a full interior
repaint. This includes either a rental cost on
a paint sprayer or purchasing rollers, pans
and drop clothes,” Senft says.
For an external colour refresh, your
investment will be less – around $500 to
$1,000, he estimates – but you may have to
rent scaffolding, making the task at hand a
little trickier.
Graham cautions that although painting
offers a fantastic opportunity to refresh your
property, it’s not always as easy as it seems.
“I must admit that I suck at painting,” he
says. “Just the other day, I tried to whip into
a renovation that we were doing and slap
some paint onto some baseboards.
“The next thing I know, I have paint
all over my BMW courtesy of my two-year-

Budget buster
“First impressions mean everything
in real estate, so if your budget is very
limited, focus on the entrance way and
work your way back,” Graham says. “If
you have a little more money, take on
the entire interior of the home.”
Expert tip
Get some basic tutorials and ‘howto’ brochures from your local home
improvement store or online to guide
you through the process of achieving
clean edges and a smooth finish.
old, no word of a lie!”
Skills issues aside, Graham confirms that
a $40 gallon of paint does wonders. “Pick a
neutral colour – not white or some rainbow
colour – to breathe new life into each
room,” he says. “It’s amazing what it does to
modernize and freshen up a tired home.”
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Laminate or
hardwood flooring
is far more durable than
carpet, and is easier to
keep clean

Before

Budget buster
“New homebuyers want to see
hardwood in the home, as there is
a higher perceived value – people
know they can sand and re-stain their
hardwood floors for years to come,”
explains Cindy Wennerstrom from
Oro Properties in Toronto. “Many
wholesalers now sell it for under $4/
sqft, especially if the line is being
discontinued.”

After

Profitable DIY reno #2
New flooring
• cost:

“The cost of the flooring materials,
including underpad, can start as
little as $2.50 per square foot,” Senft
says. On a living room sized around
14 x 14 feet, you’ll spend upward
of $500; for a full house, expect to
spend upward of $2,000.

• boost rental return by:
$150–$300 per month

• Increase property value by:

$500 per room; $5,000+ for an entire
home

A

lthough it isn’t the cheapest renovation,
“it also isn’t the most expensive,”
Graham says of replacing the flooring.
66
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“We just installed rental grade laminate
into a home for just over $3 per square foot,
so it isn’t as pricey as it used to be,” he says.
Senft says the average return on investment
for new flooring is around 62%, and it can be
self-installed with a few relevant tools.
“Laminate flooring can be purchased very
economically and is fairly simple to click
together, with no special tools besides a table
saw – and even that could be rented rather
than purchased,” he says.
“Coupled with a new paint job, new
flooring can give the property a fresh and
clean look, which may attract potential buyers
and renters to your home.”
Considering hardwood floors?
While laminate floors can be self-installed,
hardwood floors will generally require an
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Expert tip
In investment properties, laminate
flooring is preferable to carpet as it’s
more durable and easier to keep clean,
which means you won’t need to replace
it as often. Even inexpensive laminate
flooring can carry warranties of up to 20
years, so shop around for a good value
product. “Carpet is a landlord’s worst
nightmare,” Graham adds, “so just rip it
out and move on.”
expert touch. Oro Properties principal
Cindy Wennerstrom suggests you budget for
the following:
Hardwood

$4.00/sq foot

Quarter round

$0.30/sq foot

Floor preparation

$0.25/sq foot

Underlay

$0.10/sq foot

Installation

$1.50–$2.00/sq
foot

Total (approx) $6.25/sq foot or $6,250 for
an average 1,000 square foot apartment
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Stylish and simple
pendant light fittings are
not expensive and are
easy to install yourself

Profitable DIY reno #3
New lighting
• cost:

As little as $10 per light fitting

• boost rental return by:
$20–$50 per month

• Increase property value by:
$1,000+

L

ighting is an area that many DIY
renovators shy away from, believing it
to be too expensive. But lighting can make
or break the look and feel of a home, so in
many cases, replacing the tired 1980s light
fittings with a fresh, clean design can be
just the thing you need to add a little sparkle
and polish.
“Contrary to popular belief, lights are the
cheapest thing to change,” Graham says.

“Just don’t go to the fancy lighting stores
– if you do, be prepared to open up your
wallet.”
If the property is a rental and you’re
aiming to keep costs down, and you don’t
want to create or fit with a specific style,
then simple, plain lighting options are often
the way to go. Elaborate, eye-catching light
displays create drama and they may be a
worthwhile investment in executive or highend homes, but for the average single-family
home or condo, basic is best.
Keep in mind that basic need not mean
boring. You could invest in some stylish
pendant lighting fixtures to hang over the
dining table, or repeat a series of the same
simplistic design to create a visual effect.
The added bonus of basic lighting styles
is that self-installation is almost idiot-proof,

Budget buster
“Go to Rona or the Home Depot and pick
up a box of six lights for $60,” Graham
advises. “That’s just $10 each light!”
Expert tip
Buy the brightest light bulbs you can to
make sure your home is bright, bright,
bright during showings to prospective
tenants or buyers. “It’s subtle things
like this that make a difference in the
human psyche,” Graham says.
meaning you won’t need to hand over cash
to an electrician for installation. Use your
own common sense: if you’re adding an
elaborate new chandelier, for instance, or
your lighting switch-over requires fiddling
with wires, then an electrician is a must.
Otherwise, follow the instructions on the
box and go for gold!
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Before

After

Profitable DIY reno #4
Kitchen cabinetry refresh
• cost:

1. Painting cabinet
doors (including sprayer hire) –
$400–$600
2. Replacing door handles
(assuming a dozen @ $8 each)
– $100

• total investment:
$500–$700

• boost rental return by:
$50–$150 per month

• increase value by:
$2,000-plus
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itchens are by far the easiest makeover
and they offer one of the best
opportunities to add serious value.
“If your cabinetry is in good, solid
condition and the layout makes sense, but
perhaps it’s a little lost in the olden days
with a dated look, then all you have to do is
be creative and give it a fresh and new look,”
Wennerstrom says.
Start with the cabinet doors,
painting them a colour that is in
vogue and that appeals to the masses.
“Generally, this is white or chocolate,”
Wennerstrom advises. “You want
the finished product to look like it
came from the store, not like it was
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Budget buster
As long as the cabinet boxers are
structurally sound, you can replace
them with classic modern doors that
will instantly add a new look. Budget
$50–$75 for a pair of doors and keep in
mind that they don’t have to be solid
wood – they just have to look fantastic.
By the time non-wood doors begin to
show signs of ageing, it will be time to
redecorate again anyway.
Expert tip
When choosing new cabinet door
handles, aim to match the new size with
the old for ease of installation. “If you are
painting the cabinets and the hardware
holes don’t match up, it is possible to
wood- fill the holes to ensure you don’t
see the old ones,” Wennerstrom adds
– but it pays to take an old handle with
you to the hardware store to simplify
the process from the outset.
painted by hand, so be sure to spray
paint them – do not use a brush or
roller! A sprayer can be rented from
your local hardware store.”
Lastly, replace the cabinet handles
with modern-style brushed nickel
hardware. “Long handles are in
style at the moment; 8” to 18” handles
are approximately $6–$10 each,”
she says.
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Profitable
DIY reno #5
Bathroom respray

Cheer up an old
bathroom by
repainting the tiles,
resurfacing the
bathtub and replacing
the vanity

• cost:

Wennerstrom estimates that
your investment on a cosmetic
bathroom renovation that includes
respraying the tub and tiles,
installing a new vanity, mirror and
lights and sprucing up the tapware
and accessories will set you back
approximately $1,500. “It’s far less
than a full bathroom gut, which will
cost $7,000–$10,000, and the results
are just as good.”

Before

• boost rental return by:
$100–$200 per month

• Increase property value by:
$5,000–$10,000-plus

B

athrooms are yet another area where you
can make a significant impact on your
property’s rentability and selling appeal. Best
of all, Wennerstrom says, “you don’t have to
spend a fortune in this room either!”
If the tiles in your bathroom are in great
shape but they’re out of style, you can paint
them a crisp, fresh shade of white to instantly
lift the look of your bathroom.
“For a few hundred dollars you can get
someone to professionally paint them with
the proper paint, and you’ll swear it looks
like a new tub surround,” Wennerstrom says.
If you’re clever with a paint sprayer, you can
save yourself a little extra cash by hiring the
equipment and painting the tiles yourself.
The same applies with your bathtub. You
can re-glaze a tub for around 20% of the
cost of ripping out and replacing a chipped,
faded bath, which can cost upward of $2,500.
Worse still, “once you start ripping stuff
out, you always run into further problems,”
Wennerstrom adds. “It will also inevitably
cause damage to the existing tiles.”
Next up, shift your focus to the vanity.
Wennerstrom touts a vanity refresh as the
number one way to facelift your bathroom.
“When you choose a new vanity, mirror and
light fixture, be sure to select something that
has modern lines and functionality,” she says.
“Rona and IKEA are great places to buy

After
vanities that are affordable and modern.”
For a standard 30-inch vanity, expect to
pay anywhere between $300 and $450. As
for mirrors, the big box and discount stores
often have sales and if you’re prepared to shop
around, you’ll be able to pick something up
for as little as $50.
New lighting completes the picture, but be
warned: “Lighting for bathrooms can be one
of the hardest lights to buy,” Wennerstrom
says. “I’m not sure why, but there is a really
limited selection in this area of the lighting
stores. If you’re prepared to shop around,
you’ll certainly find something between
$75 and $100. And don’t forget, you’ll need
a pretty new faucet to tie your vanity and
mirror all together. Check out the sale section
at the big box stores for the best deal.”

Budget buster
Adding an attractive shower curtain
and new rod, together with a couple of
towel holders – with all metalware in a
matching brushed nickel – will create
a cohesive look and pump up the wow
factor. “These pieces are often on sale
for about $10–$15 each,” Wennerstrom
says.
Expert tip
When painting bathroom walls, you
should always opt for lighter colours
over dark tones. “Most bathrooms
are small and you want to maintain
the illusion of space, so go for neutral
colours that match your tiles,”
Wennerstrom advises.
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